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Abstract
Over the years, as I became fascinated with these lookalike US gold coins and relics of the California Gold Rush
gambling communities, our company(s) began acquiring
them, first as a collection, then for resale. At the time,
getting counters “slabbed” by third party grading services was almost impossible. While a few were listed in
a number of important references such as Russ Rulau’s
massive token tome, most were unknown to the grading
services, who did not have copies of Fauver’s catalogs. My
attempts at third party grading years ago were futile. We
“typed” each piece we sent in, only to have the grading
service completely ignore the Fauver “type” and catalog
number. Days and weeks of study went completely down
the drain. Fauver’s guidebooks didn’t help – they were
privately published in small quantity, difficult to attain, and
are complicated with very little discussion about the pieces
themselves, something we all like to read and learn about.
Today, there is better communication and understanding between all parties, and the problems we face in the
collecting community are much different. The biggest
problem was created by Fauver himself – he hoarded everything he could get, which removed competing collectors from the field, and the desire or demand for counters
fell dramatically. Today, we’ve seen this pattern far too
often- in the collecting fields of “western outlaws”, rare
western photographs and many more fields, where one
very serious and enthusiastic collector in each field bought
everything, then quit collecting when the collecting goal
was achieved. The markets crashed right behind it.
The remaining problem is obvious – market. The market
for counters needs to be re-established. With the Fauver
Collection, there are hundreds of pieces in mint states. Will
they withstand the cost of third party grading and certification in the new market? In order to get these out in a
timely manner, it became necessary to release them “raw.”
We have experimented with a number of certified and raw
pieces placed into differing forms of numismatic auctions
with very mixed results, that when looked upon analytically, make no sense. With this knowledge, we have chosen to
“lot” the coins into specific small collections, highlighting
several different facets of counters that could attract new
and old collectors alike.

Gaming counters are the historical precedent to today’s
gaming chips and tokens widely used in Casinos around the
world. In use since the 1200s, the genre has changed with
time and cultures. The study of American counters was undertaken by numismatist Benjamin Fauver who published
nine books on the subject. Fauver’s personal collection
provides an important window into the study of the manufacture, distribution and use of many of these counters.
American counters come in many forms from many
different die sinkers from several different countries over
a wide span in time. Their use was ostensibly for a variety
of card games, which may have begun with Whist, a form
of Bridge as we know it today. Originally a western European game, it worked its way into America but was never as
popular as it was in Europe. Instead, forms of poker took
over, still prevalent today.
During the course of study of counters, some glaring
anomalies arose, true mysteries that became the source of
questions and intrigue.
This paper aims to lay out a general discussion of counters: where they came from, how they were used, who
made them, how they were distributed and other factors.
Part of the discussion is the use of Fauver’s catalogs, something quite difficult for the average numismatist. Following
the general discussion is an outline of the questions that
arose from the research. The key questions of interest are
“Why and when were US gold coin look-alikes made?”
“Where were they distributed, and under what circumstances?” These important questions have never been
asked or contemplated in published works.
The findings are surprising, even possibly controversial.
Introduction
American Gaming Counters should be as widely collected as the US gold coins they mimic. Unfortunately, overall
they are rare. Today, the main reason they are rare is that
Benjamin Fauver fell in love with the pieces, collected and
bought virtually every piece he could afford (circa 19701992) and hoarded them with the ultimate goal of writing
and publishing the definitive collecting guidebooks, which
he did in 1989 with a series of nine books. Fauver bought
out nearly all the old collections, scoured coin shows, ran
advertisements and went after every collecting medium he
could think of to gather “counters.”
The result was that Fauver collected thousands of
pieces. He became fascinated with the source in antiquity
of counters in western Europe and began collecting those
too.
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plate. Some are so heavily circulated, that it is apparent they
circulated as money.
Understanding that these
counters (tokens), known
worldwide as jetons or
counters, are and became a
money replacement is a key.
As the counters were mis-used
by fraudsters (more on this later), it became necessary to place
specific wording on the tokens to
Mexican 8 reales
identify them as separate from
counter
regular circulating coinage.
Through time, the die sinkers and makers of these tokens tended to be British or German makers. The early die
sinkers came up with wonderfully artistic pieces. The genre
emigrated from money-like pieces to commemorative pieces, with some sort of commemoration on one side, and the
look-alike coin on the other side. Great examples of this
are the various coronation pieces from western European
countries. To bring it closer to home a bit, are pieces from
c1850 like the Tom Thumb counters, made when Phineas
T. Barnum contracted with Charles Stratton and gave him
the new name of “Tom Thumb.” Barnum’s first tour with
Tom Thumb was in London, and he became an international sensation. The Tom Thumb series of counters is usually
up front in Fauver’s cataloging system, right after George
Washington listings. In the case of American half-eagles,
the Fauver catalog numbers start with Lib(erty)-15/GTT-1
(General Tom Thumb) through Liberty 75/GTT-2.

US Gold coin “counters”

The Gaming Counter. What is it? The Traditional Definition
The term “gaming counter” is western European in
derivation. As a coin or token, counters are of interest to
numismatists worldwide.
Counters were originally used in western European
countries as early as the 1200s as counting pieces in the
arithmetic accounting process. They were used in arithmetic calculations in somewhat the same manner as an
abacus. The French term “Jeton”1 became the name of
choice for these tokens, which meant “reckoning counter”
to the English, as the coins “were piled on top of one another during calculations,” according to Mitchiner. “Jeton”
is derived from “jeter,” a verb used to describe “to throw”
“indicating a term for a counting piece used for casting
accounts.” 2 Through time, their use and meaning changed
to suit local common practice and custom. From the reign
of Charles 1 on (early 1600s), their use in accountancy
declined, while their use in games increased.
The use of counters thus changed over time to a “money replacement” to be used in games of varying origins.
Some of the very early western European counters are
tremendously fascinating- emulating circulating coinage
of the period. Indeed, as our friend Bill McIvor points out
“you can buy a counter from one of the early western
European countries from the late 1500’s to 1600s for under $20!” McIvor, who greatly helped identify and lot the
foreign counters in these sales, is well known worldwide
to collectors of English coppers. The rare pieces are often
sold for hundreds of dollars each but can be very difficult
to identify. The coins of the 1500s and 1600s are fantastic
and have that great “medieval” look to them identical to
the coins of that period. But the coins of the 1700s and
early 1800s are also as fascinating. Some of my favorites
are the eight reales of Spain (and Mexico.) These coins are
nearly identical to the classic 8 reale pillar dollars so widely
collected. They are very close in design, close enough to
fool most except the purist collector. Made in the same
size and manner, they are copper pieces with heavy silver

Tom Thumb token
Kettle style US capped bust style
“counter”

Certain die sinkers became very popular with their
products. Some die sinkers added wording to the coins
to indicate the piece was not money. Others, particularly
later through time, were required to place key wording on
the coins indicating their non-monetary status. Makers of
the US gold coin style counters started using the German
phrase “spiel marke.” The term has many definitions on the
web. The derivation of the two words, however, precedes
modern English and German, going back hundreds of
years. My belief is the literal translation from the ages today amounts to “game counter,” today known as “gaming
chip.” The old term “counter” is even used on a very few

1 Pronounced “je-ton’ ” with a silent or nasal n in “ton.” In the
US, we have bastardized the pronunciation to “jetton” or jet’ton”
2 Mitchiner, Michael; Jetons, Medalets & Tokens in three volumes; 1988, v1, p17 and 20.
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western European pieces, but the usage is actually very
rare. Another word was also used inconsistently with Spiel
Marke, “Compositions Spiel Marke.” It is thought that this
phrase meant “to adjust a debt,” again in reference to the
original purpose of a counter in the accounting process.3
As America grew after the Revolutionary War, western
Europeans came to the US, and with them came the same
games they played in their former homes. Whist and other
card games became very popular. Attendant to this popularity came the need for a money replacement for US gold
coins to be used in games, particularly card games, and so
started the US series of counters, with many emulating US
gold coin series.
The American Gaming counters are thought to be all
modeled after US gold coin series. These coins are found in
$1, $2.50, $3, $5, $10 and $20 sizes, with a few scattered
$50. The $3 series is often mistaken for $2.50 or $5 size
coins, as might be expected, and the $50 counter confused
with the US $20. The top $50 counter was historically, and
still is the “California Token” with a flag and a steamboat
on top of the flag. This rare token sold for $2 in 1863 at a
time when a 1795 dollar in very fine sold for $3!4
What makes the US counters so wonderful to collect,
is that many have obverses and reverses nearly identical
to the US gold coin series. And don’t be fooled- people
tried to pass these as real gold coins at the time they were
made.

New Orleans Republican, July 24, 1870

US Gold Coin Imitations as Gaming Chips
The manufacture of and distribution of gaming counters
in the US and abroad caused a stir from the start. The fact
that die sinkers made coins nearly identical to the US gold
coin series befuddled consumers. Most were made with
brass, generally lightly plated with gold. The weights were
way off, but all too often people tried to pass these counters as legitimate coin.5
Some of the earliest US counters are dated and use the
old Capped Bust pattern of Liberty. Very few issues using
the Capped Bust have surfaced, 1805 and 1810, both very
rare. The die sinker-manufacturer and manufacture date
of these pieces is probably Henry Kettle of Birmingham,
England. Another dated Liberty type was made with the
date 1810, but it used the post-1866 Liberty head, probably not a Kettle piece. Other than these few rare early
dated pieces, few of the American gold coin counters are
dated. Most post-date 1846, though some of the early
pieces (1830s-1840s) are political in nature and generally
do not resemble US gold coins. Overall, at least 40 varieties
of American counters are dated, most after 1847.
The political nature of the Kettle style counters relatively quickly morphed into American store card counters using the classic gold coin series Liberty or Eagle on one side
and the merchant information on the other, which then
began to morph again to US gold coin look-alikes. It is
5 Important note on the issue of gold “plating.” Most counters
are technically “gold washed.” This term refers to applying a
gold color to the surface of the coin. This coating is non-durable
and wears off quickly. It could be paint, or an ultracheap form of
plating, of which there are several methods. The term “gilt” is
also often used. It also means gold colored, but could either be
a legitimate light electroplate, or very thin mechanically applied
gold such as on a book cover or a frame. True gold plating is very
rare, because that involves the electrolytic process which creates
a controllable thickness of gold and is an expensive process.
Nearly all counters that are “gold” are gold washed or gilt. This is
easily evidenced by the high proportion of counters that have no
gilt remaining and are brass.

3 Fauver, B.; American Counters, Half Eagle, 1989, p5.
4 Lot 871, Cogan Sale, August, 1863.
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Background- California Gold Rush Brings a Plethora of
Gaming and Gambling

entirely possible that the manufacture of the great majority, if not all, of the two-sided American gold coin look-alike
counters with the Liberty obverse and Eagle reverse postdate the beginning of the California Gold Rush, 1848.
The early American counters were made by Henry
Kettle and his son Thomas of Birmingham, England.6 Most
were counters to be used in the card game of Whist.
With few die sinkers in the USA through the 1830s, it was
obvious that merchants had to look to the Kettle firm in
Birmingham for production. Henry Kettle is thought to
have produced the first US counter that closely resembled
a US gold coin.7 Both Henry and his son Thomas, who took
over operations after 1803, were experts at political satire,
a notable attribute of their counters. Counters with Washington and Andrew Jackson attest to the Kettle political
intrigue. The firm was active through 1859.

The California Gold rush brought in a monumental
amount of gold into the United States monetary system.
The fact that this gold turned into new money and catapulted the United States to the top of the financial world is
unarguable.
With the gold rush, came massive emigration to California and the West and an attendant need for coin. The West
had little circulating coin, prompting the need for branch
mints in San Francisco (1854) and later Denver (1865) and
Carson City (1870).
The gold rush brought in so much gold, it flowed like
water. Every mining camp had gambling houses. Private
card games were ubiquitously commonplace. The need
for a coin that later became known as a “gaming chip” as
a monetary replacement was very high. And of course it
looked better to be seen gambling with look-alike gold
coins on the table, where patrons valued the visual $20
gold coin counter as a quarter of a dollar, and the $2.50 or
$1 counter acted as a real penny – or whatever denominations they made up, just like today in private poker, blackjack or other gambling games.
While actual production of gold and silver in America
and Australia, a British colony, were very high, there were
still segments of western cultures that didn’t have money for gambling or games. The need for a form of money
replacement was a necessity. These counters then were
used in a society where there was no or insufficiently little
circulating money.
Production and distribution of the US gold coin counters
was prolific. But from whom? Where? And How? Originally, the manufacturers of these coins got around US counterfeiting laws by the clever inclusion of the words “Spiel
Marke.” In many cases, the “spiel marke” notation is so
tiny, it was virtually unreadable, except under microscopy. Later, after complaints, they made it much larger. But
the general public still didn’t have a clue what the term
meant, and the coins were continually passed as legitimate US gold coins. Indeed, many of the uncirculated and
almost uncirculated counters in Fauver’s collection retain
scratch marks where a merchant checked the legitimacy
of the coin offered as US money, who was not fooled by
the gold-plated brass coins. We made several lots of some
of these interesting and historically important “scratched”
coins.

A number of American die sinkers
began operations by the end of the
1830s. as their influence and business increased, so decreased the
Kettle firm’s production of pieces
for America.
Hard Times tokens are often mentioned in the same light as “counters.”
The Hard Times tokens were generally
Capped bust
made of copper the size of a US large
“counter”
cent. Civil War tokens are also often
mentioned in the same vein as counters. They were made
in the size of a US small cent, also of copper. That precludes both Hard Times and Civil War tokens from being
considered among the US gold coin series counters of this
paper.
The rise of an old firm in Nuremburg, Germany of
Ludwig Lauer soon regained prominence in producing
counters for America. With Kettle and Lauer, came the
American die sinkers, eager not to miss out on the production of store cards. The market for a part of the American
store card market had been led in part by Allen & Moore of
Birmingham in the 1850s.
Russ Rulau’s United States Tokens 1792-1900 carries a
wealth of information on token makers, from Kettle on up.8
His tome is a definitive work on early tokens in the US, a
“must-have” for any collector, advanced or beginning. It
separates the very early American tokens from those of
differing eras, while discussion within the Fauver works often muddles these important separate categories, rendering overall understanding of the specific genres difficult.
A much better work explaining aspects of some counters,
particularly Kettle tokens, is Fauver’s Exonumia Symbolism
& Classification, published in 1982.

6 Birmingham was an important center of die-sinkers and token
manufacture for more than 200 years.
7 Fauver, B.; Exonumia Symbolism & Classification, 1982, pvi (6)
8 This book is still in print by Krause Publications.
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Counter manufacturers began using dates on the counters, then dropped the dates because of counterfeiting
laws, though they occasionally used dates after the new
regulations of 1873.
A group of counters probably made for the California
gold rush market were made by unknown die sinkers. It
is unknown if any of the early California die sinkers made
gaming counters.
The plethora of counters in the United States were
made in and distributed in the 1850s through the early
1870s. Many were store cards. The US gold coin look-alike
series were distributed about 1865-1873. Laws governing
their distribution greatly slowed down their production
and use until finally, by the late 1870s, a new invention was
made for gaming, which today we call the “gaming chip.”
Combatting US Counterfeit Laws
Anti-counterfeit laws have been enacted ever since the
beginnings of Federal coinage. A problem arose when it
was noticed that it was illegal to make a counterfeit coin,
but not illegal to pass one.9
The proliferation of the American counters that resembled US gold coins came to a head by 1873. On February
2, 1873, Congress enacted a new anti-counterfeiting law
(Sections 61, 62, 63), revising the old laws.
The recent Act of Congress, …, revising and amending
the laws relative to the mints, assay offices, and coinage
of the United States contains some very stringent sections
against counterfeiting the coins of the United States and
passing or selling of such coins, which will probably put
a stop to the “spiel mark” business, and is therefore of
some interest to the people of this state, who have been
considerably affected with this nuisance for the past three
or four years.
The Act of 1825, under which parties have been prosecuted against in the United States Circuit Court for passing counterfeit coins, does not appear to provide against
dealers who import and sell counterfeit coins, or “spiel
marks” as “spiel marks” as it is necessary under the act
to show that the accused sold or passed the coin as true;
that he knew the coin was false, and that he passed it with
the intention to defraud; but under the recent act it is only
necessary to show that the accused knew the coin was
false, unless the counterfeit should be only a counterfeit of
a minor coin…10
The Acts were specifically worded to declare war on
production and distribution of spiel markes. The Government forbade any person to make, forge or counterfeit any
coin or bars in “resemblance or similitude” of the “gold or
silver coins stamped at the mints and assay offices of the
United States.” It also forbade the importation from any
foreign place, to pass along to another, or to have in his
possession any false, forged or counterfeit coins “punished

by fine not exceeding five thousand dollars, and by imprisonment and confinement at hard labor not exceeding ten
years.”11 This Act is clearly aimed at the counters produced
by the Kettle firm, Lauer and others coming into the US
from overseas.
The Act of 1873 didn’t put an end to all attempts
at using spiel markes as counterfeit US gold coins. In a
California case in 1905, US Government vs. Albert Collins
and John McGowan, the Court found for the defendants,
even though they proffered a $20 size spiel marke upon an
unsuspecting merchant. The Court found the words “Spiel
Marke” sufficient to identify the coin as non-money.12
The 1905 case was an anomaly, and the anti-counterfeiting acts led to the ultimate destruction of the counters
that resembled US gold coins. This, in turn, has caused
their rarity today. It is well-known that many of the American counters survive through coin collectors of the world.
Any counters hitting the banking or monetary system were
destroyed. It could be argued that there are less than ten
thousand of all categories of look-alike American gold coin
counters left in existence today, inclusive of all varieties.
Categories of Counters
Counters, or Spiel Markes, came in perhaps five major categories- California Counters, standard US gold coin
series, US merchant storecards with one side looking like a
US gold coin, political/commemorative counters, and those
made specifically for jewelry.
It should be pointed out that not all of the pieces found
listed in various references were made as gaming counters.
Surviving pieces clearly indicate many were specifically
made for use as jewelry – some as pendants, stick pins,
some as bangles for bracelets, some for buttons, and so
forth.

9 Charleston South Carolina Daily Courier, 12/16/1858 p4.
10 Internal Revenue Record and Customs Journal, April 1873,
p125.
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Interpreting the Fauver Catalogs

Obverses: Fauver grouped tokens by obverse type first:
George Washington (varieties, shown as GW, Georgio
W)
Liberty- There are a wide variety of Liberty obverses, all
in similarity to US coins. The progression starts at Liberty-1 up through Liberty-1933, which is a 1933 dated
piece. In example, if you don’t have the separate California counter book, the California counters of the half
eagle variety are all Liberty-1849-(x)/Cal 1849- (y)
Indian- identical in style to the Liberty head listings,
inclusive of dated pieces
Eagle- identical in style to the Liberty head listings, inclusive of dated pieces
Rad eagle (Radiant Eagle, an eagle with radiant sun rays
emanating from the eagle. Almost, and possibly all of
these were made for jewelry)
Various others, including Hoyle (the card game man),
Jenny Lind, and political pieces of various date campaigns

Fauver was so “into” collecting, studying, and typing
counters that his catalogs were all common sense to him.
The beginner, however, quickly becomes overwhelmed
and lost when trying to read and understand the genre.
Collectors want to get to the guts quickly, and understanding the text, as well as “jumping” right into the catalog to
locate a specific piece in question can be difficult, if not
impossible. Fauver’s text, on first and second approach
was too difficult to fully comprehend. After weeks of study
of the pieces themselves, coupled with my own research, I
changed my opinion. Much of it is a masterpiece – though
in great need of editing.
Fauver split counters into categories, choosing to create
a number of separate works instead of a single volume. All
were privately published and distributed by Fauver.
(no number) Exonumia, Symbolism and Classification
(1982)
Part 1. Eagle and Double Eagle Gold (1983)
Part 2. Half Eagle Gold (1989)
Part 3. Three Dollar and Quarter Eagle Gold (1989)
Part 4. One Dollar Gold and One Dollar Silver (1990)
Part 5. Minor Denominations and Miscellany (1990)
Part 6. Latin America and Canada (1990)
(No number) A trial Listing of Recmenmeister/ A B C
Counters of the 1500s (1990)
(no number) Early California Counters (1991)

Reverses: The Reverses are similarly grouped – first by
obverse, then by reverse type:
Liberty (x)/ GTT (General Tom Thumb)
Liberty (x)/ Eagle (these are the true American gold coin
look-alikes, along with the Indian/Eagle varieties)
Liberty (x)/ Jeton (“Jeton” part of the die pattern on the
reverse)
Liberty (x)/SM (Spiel Marke)
Various others.

The listings of American Gold Coin Counters was
arranged by theoretic production date and physical design. Fauver used obverse types, then organized different
reverses for each obverse type. Some are radically different
obverse/reverse designs, others different die strikes –
some with only minor variations, such as how many berries
on a branch held by an eagle in its talons.
Fauver used the typical, and now standard style of documentation for his listings: Obverse / Reverse

Fauver Counter Catalog Numbering
Fauver’s catalog numbers separate different varieties –
first by units of ten, then as more were found, the catalog numbers are separated by five, still allowing for that
rare “in between” different die strike that he found after
creating the catalog system. This allowed for the advanced
collector, including Fauver, to add new varieties by using
numbers “in between” formal catalog numbers, such as Lib
440/ Eagle 501, where the 501 would indicate the die of
the eagle reverse was slightly different in some way from
500 and 510, or possibly a degraded die before replacement.
Fauver did not speculate within the listings on what
pieces were struck by different die sinkers. Nearly all are
unsigned. But he may have had an opinion after decades
of study. Different die patterns are all different catalog
numbers and could certainly be representative of specific die sinkers. The only exception we found was a piece
that Fauver listed the obverse and reverse with the same
exact catalog numbers, but the planchets were completely
different – one very thin and wafer-like (similar to the early
western European counters), and the other a more standard thickness for a coin/token of that diameter.
Fauver also distinguished the varying different metal
pieces. Examples include brass, copper, silver plated brass,
silver plated copper, gold plated (wash or gilt) brass, gold
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Groupings for this Catalog

plated copper and more. Some of the different wash or
platings are very rare, such as silver-plated California 1849
pieces. Others, especially silver-plated pieces of smaller
gold coin look-alikes, were probably only made that way
for jewelry purposes.

A collection of this magnitude requires a number of
different listing techniques. The different groupings have
a specific purpose in mind, always trying to attract new
collectors who may be interested in different aspects of
counter collecting. Briefly, the groupings are generally
thus, as offered through approximately three successive
sales:

Rarity. The rarity ratings by Fauver represent his “best
guess.” I’d say it is a good one. Based upon his massive collection, he could easily spot the great rarities. However, as
with other collectibles, rarity does not necessarily equate
to a higher price or value. Only demand can do that, and if
the market is thin, as it is now before the re-release of this
massive collection back into the collecting world, prices
can be low, even for an R-9 piece. In these sales we did not
specifically split out the high rarity tokens, but rather kept
them within small “collections.”

1. One each of specific types by catalog numbers.
Hand selected, the best pieces placed into a single
lot representing a mini collection
2. Grouping of like kind material, one each by catalog
number as a form of “type set.” Example: ten different counters with “10” on each side, in the same
manner as a modern (post-1875) gaming chip
3. Exceptional singles, hand-picked with perhaps some
special attribute as noted
4. A group of singles of like kind genres, representing
a starter collection, a different form of a “type” collection. Example: 5 different California counters
5. A group of singles of a broad genre, representing a
different kind of starter collection
6. A “dealer/bargain” lot of a variety of counters for a
dealer or beginning collector.

Condition. Condition for counters becomes a factor for
any collector. Some of these counters are only known in
uncirculated condition. Others still are the opposite- few,
if any are known in uncirculated condition. Fauver placed
a price in the “Unc” category if he knew of uncirculated
specimen(s). Very few uncirculated varieties are ultra common (perhaps more than 100 known), though a number
of varieties are only known in uncirculated condition. The
known pieces with quantities of uncirculated pieces tend
to be jewelry pieces. A few of the exceptional tokens, such
as the large California counter with a flag and steamship on
top of the flag, are rare, but completely unknown (to us or
Fauver) in uncirculated condition.
A few years ago (at least 2 decades) a small group of
counters with Argentina obverse, eagle reverse with “10D”
appeared in gem unc/prooflike condition, showing that
new discoveries from old collections and hoards can still be
found.

The Use of Counters – New Data Brings New Questions
When Fauver’s works were published, there was much
quiet controversy. Fauver listed virtually every form of token or medal that was the size of a US or foreign gold coin
and called it a “counter.” But are they?
It is unquestionable that counters were made through
history and used in the traditional manner. Obviously, from
many well published and detailed reference works such as
the three volume giant tome of Michael Mitchiner, counters, or Jetons, were made throughout history. In fact, they
were made in such great quantities that many still exist
today, even from the 1500’s.
But the use of many of the “counter” tokens within the
United States coin or distribution spectrum is questionable whether they were used in gaming, or not. In further
comment, some numismatists today call counters “play
money.” But were they all “play money?”14

Spurious pieces. Some of the counters are flat-out attempts to deceive at the time of production. These are
therefore counterfeits. Fauver generally makes no distinction in the cataloging process, though his written text
discusses this problem. A modern spurious piece would be
a newly plated circulated piece. Gold and silver plating of
pieces in demand has taken place over the last 60 years by
greedy collectors/sellers.13 An experienced collector will
spot these nearly immediately. Other spurious pieces are
generally modern cast replicas made for toy stores, museum shops or jewelry production.
Pricing. Fauver’s catalogs have a suggested “market value.”
I would suggest that these values were established while
he was amassing/hoarding his collection. After thousands
of counters were removed from the collecting community,
values plummeted, as discussed earlier. Today, 2020, the
active collectors will set the markets, and we have endeavored to start lot prices very inexpensively to allow for
competitive bidding.

14 The term “play money” is far too simplistic for use in serious
numismatic items. The term itself is well investigated by Richard
F. Clothier in “Play Money of American Children”; 1985. He states
on information from Glen Mooney that miniature US and other
foreign coins were made by Lauer in the 1860s. (There are examples in the Fauver Collection.) No proof offered, and he makes no
qualms about making sure the reader understands it is a supposition. Clothier further states that about 1880, “Milton Bradley …
pioneered the use of play money by (American) children.”

13 The best examples may be the Dancing Bear counters and
1883 “Racketeer” V Nickels.
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Problem: If these tokens were used for Whist, a form of
Bridge that was the craze of western Europe in the nineteenth century, why use US gold coins as a model?
If these tokens were indeed used for gaming, here is what
I would expect to find:
1. A catalog, or catalogs, offering the tokens for sale in
mass, perhaps 50-100 pieces per “denomination.”
I’d expect a catalog from the die-sinker company
that made them, or a catalog of a third-party seller
who specialized in such things as gaming.
2. Since the coins all resemble US gold coin series,
and were reportedly used and distributed in America, I’d expect to find an American catalog offering
them for sale. Why use a German phrase on a token
made for the American market?
3. If they were specifically used for gaming, I’d expect
to see a maker’s mark (signature) on the coins
4. If made for gaming, I’d expect to see obvious wording in the language of the user that they are for
gaming only. Counterfeit laws have been in effect
since the beginnings of the USA.
5. advertisements for counters in American newspapers offering American gold coin style counters
6. correspondence or articles in newspapers in the
American frontier where gambling is and was so
popular, particularly the American West discussing
the use of the counters.
7. I would expect the makers of the counters would
not obviously try to imitate valid, existing US gold
coin series
8. distribution in the key population centers of the
targeted markets, such as New York, San Francisco
or London.
9. I would expect large quantities of specific die varieties to exist. Large quantities such as hundreds
or thousands of single die varieties from a single
manufacturer.
10. Wide discussion of the use of these tokens in published historical references from locations where
they would have been most prevalently used, such
as the American West.

Classic “Keep Your Temper” Whist counter.

Western European counters were clearly made for
games of Whist, a form of Bridge, as we know it today. In a
time of no Television, radio or other modern distractions,
card games were all the craze for over a century. Counters
featured famous people, themes, including the popular
whist theme “Keep Your Temper,” and more.
In the USA, whist was less popular, and variations of
Poker took off, becoming prevalent by the time of the California Gold Rush.
Clearly, many, if not nearly half, of the American counters in Fauver’s references were made specifically for jewelry or theme promotion, not gaming. This is evidenced by:
1. Holes at top center, and in some cases additionally
at bottom center for use in bracelets, bangles, stick
pins and similar jewelry
2. Blank reverses
3. White metal or silver-plated varieties that added
“color”
4. Pieces apparently only made with a loop attached
or made as a single piece when struck at top center
5. Lack of edge reeding
6. Use of facsimile designs, far off the more exact
designs of most Liberty/Eagle varieties
7. Unusual patterns not resembling any US coins in
any way, such as the Radiant Eagle
8. Tokens obviously made as promotional pieces, such
as Tom Thumb and Jenny Lind for P.T. Barnum
After reviewing all the initial data on counters, an obvious anomaly shows up: the use of symbols only used on
United States coins. This has the immediate appearance of
a purposeful use within the United States. This is understandable for the various whist tokens and others, but
what about those that are pure US gold coin look-alikes?

I’ve spent days looking for data within each of these
categories. By no means is the research complete, and
other researchers are encouraged to dig “deeper.” Through
time, we are exposed to more and more material through
the internet, which makes the job easier, but not always
possible for results. History is what it is, and it is not exact.
Wars have burned libraries full of data much needed today.
Cultures have changed such that original intent is not always what we think it was. And so forth. The answers and
summary findings to those questions above are below:
1. Catalogs. With the help of gaming history expert
Howard Herz, three original catalogs mentioning
“counters” or “spiel markes” were located. No others were located in internet published library hold-
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

ings in the English language, and a translator was
used to look for the same in German in Germany, c
1850-1880.15 A few early game catalogs are known.
I have found no US published die sinker catalogs
that sell counters, nor have found reference to any
in any of Fauver’s works or other published works
available to me. Rulau mentions the possibility of
New York merchant Bollenhagen having them made
for him in Germany, as cited by Lyman Low (1885),
but no specific references were cited.
A maker’s mark or signature was never required
on any medalist or die sinker product, regardless
of country of origin. Often, when the die work is
exceptional, or the die sinker wants people to know
where it came from as a marketing tool, the die
sinker or medalist signs the piece with their name
or initials. We don’t see this on any of the US gold
coin Liberty/Eagle varieties, which in many cases
are outstanding examples of die work. A maker’s mark is present on at least one variety of the
miner California counter, that of Allen & Moore of
Birmingham, England, who was also the maker of
some or all of the Tom Thumb pieces.
Many counter examples of the Liberty/Eagle varieties have nothing to segregate them except the fact
that they are a close copy of a US gold coin. Others
started with a very tiny, albeit nearly impossible
to read without a hand lens “Comp. Spiel Marke”.
Through time, the type size got bigger.
We have not found any advertisement, nor mere
mention, so far through Newspapers.com, other
newspaper search engines, or internet searches
using various different search engines (they are all
different) for either the spiel markes or the suspected makers: Allen & Moore (Birmingham) or L.C.
Lauer (Nuremburg)16
We’ve never seen this discussed in the thousands
of letters we’ve had from the 1850’s-60’s from the
American West, and I have not seen any quotes
regarding these tokens. We Have seen discussion
of the California private gold coins, inclusive of
the Breen-Gillio gold tokens (and have published
several articles on same). Articles in newspapers
only discuss spiel markes as counterfeits. Even the
London papers carry nothing, and spiel markes
were not passed there.17
The question begs: What is the purpose of very
closely imitating a US gold coin? Why? It is trouble
waiting to happen, even in 1865.

8. The research to date has not found an anomaly of
published articles on the passing of these counters or use of these counters in any one location.
Perhaps through time, more will be known. The California counters appear to have been distributed in
California, but so far, no written or published work
has been found from the period discussing them.
9. There does not appear to be any large quantities of
any specific die variety of the US gold coin look-alike
tokens (Liberty/Eagle). While Fauver bought almost
everything he could find from the mid 1970s to the
early 1990s, and amassed thousands of counters
(all of which I have gone through, and 99% of which
he “typed”,) I don’t think he had more than twenty of any specific die variety for obverse/reverse
pairings. It is important to note that more than half
were unique obv/reverse pairings. This is an important point, because the California Counters of the $5
size with the miner on one side which do not fully
resemble US gold coins, are very common and were
obviously made in huge quantities, as perhaps more
than a thousand survive today, with very few die
varieties.
10. Of the thousand or more western historical references I’ve read and cited over the past 40+ years, I
cannot remember, or currently find, a single reference to counters or spiel markes.
Another Problem: Why are the US Gold Coin Look-Alike
Counters Unsigned? (Liberty/Eagle)
After a close examination of Fauver’s work, only a single
counter has a maker’s signature: A single California counter that has an “A & M” at the base of Queen Victoria’s
bust, Fauver catalog number VR 1849-1, which is Allen &
Moore of Birmingham. No other token is signed. Did all of
the California counters get made by Allen & Moore? Why?
How and where were they distributed? Did Allen & Moore,
or Moore himself later, make the Liberty/Eagle US gold
coin look-alikes? Why? And how were they distributed?
Did Ludwig Lauer’s firm make them as commonly thought?
Insight into the Lauer question is given after review
of D. J. Magnay’s paper ”Lauer of Nuremburg.”18 Magnay
studied the Lauer counters of England modeled after
English coinage. The important finding from this paper is
that nearly every token produced by Lauer that resembled
English money was signed by Lauer. While the “signatures”
were not consistent, they were, nonetheless, signed. This
data leads us to the unanswerable question of “If Lauer
made the American gold coin look-alike Liberty/Eagle
counters, why are they all unsigned, yet he signed the British gold coin look-alike tokens..?”

15 This includes the Library of Congress, OCLC, California Digital
Newspapers, Newspapers.com and more.
16 The search list is far too broad and extensive to quote here
and includes searches in multiple languages.
17 The London Guardian is part of the newspapers.com search
engine.
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18 Lauer of Nuremburg, D.J. Magnay, in The Numismatic Circular,
a publication of Spink & Son, London. Courtesy of American Numismatic Society, New York. Magnay also commented that he/
she was unable to find any data, catalogs or other original Lauer
published material.
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In Fauver’s works, he blatantly states that the majority
of the Liberty/Eagle counters were made by L.C. Lauer.
What starts as a supposition in this regard soon turns to
fact, a common potential error among authors. Fauver
cites Bushnell’s 1858 work in which he states for the City
Hall/Liberty pieces: “Dies cut by Lauer in Germany.” But
Bushnell offers no quotes, source of information or proof.
He made the same statement for the bust Washington
pieces.19 When looking at the California gold rush pieces,
Fauver has taken Bushnell’ls supposition to a proof level,
stating the gold rush/civil war era tokens of California were
made by Lauer, again without any proof. The most striking of these is perhaps the Joseph Brothers pieces, which
clearly show the Liverpool and San Francisco associations
of the Company. Why would a San Francisco/Liverpool
company pay a Bavarian die sinker instead of the large
Allen & Moore firm located only 100 miles away?20

At this point, every advanced researcher asks: What’s
wrong with this picture?

John Allen & Joseph Moore reportedly were only in
business from 1844-1855, though some authors have
suggested longer. However, the company went broke in
1855 due to changes in the fashion business (die sinking
was only a trifle of the business.) Allen & Moore made the
Tom Thumb and at least some of the Jenny Lind pieces in
the 1850s for P.T. Barnum.21 In 1856, Moore went to work
as a die sinker on his own in Birmingham until his death in
1892.22 Did Moore make the Liberty/Eagle gold coin lookalikes?

Dating the Liberty/Eagle counters is difficult at best.
With no known published catalogs or historical references,
all we can turn to are newspaper articles. Prior dating by
Fauver and some others looked at die varieties and tried to
compare known dated pieces to the undated questioned
pieces. These authors were not far off.
The data available is minimal. While newpapers.com
is a major source of historical information today, it is far
from complete. It is estimated that only a quarter or less
of American newspapers have been digitized. Add to this
the fact that there are at least four competing newspaper
digitization companies, as well as private entities performing their own digitization at their own expense for the sole
use of their specific users (viz universities).
Through multi-dimensional searching, the earliest
record of a spiel marke coming into recorded public view is
1863/1864. Notices about arrests of passing spiel markes
as US gold coin continue well into the early 1870s. There
are so few articles, however, that one cannot make a supposition about from what area of the East they originate.
The key here, is the East Coast. Most, or all, appear to be
coming into the US along the eastern seaboard and making
heir way inland and south, particularly Kentucky.26 They
do not appear to be circulating in the West, particularly
California and Nevada.

Looking further into Fauver’s research leads to an
obvious clue, never mentioned in his works. Fauver copied
a section of B. F. Stillwell’s San Francisco Business and Mercantile Guide.24 The page discusses the firm of Thurnauer
& Zinn of San Francisco, who had a token. Zinn, the article
discusses, is from Bavaria, the home of L.C. Lauer. Is this
the missing piece of the puzzle? Is it proof? Of course not,
but it is a ring on a bullseye. Interestingly in comparison,
the New York Zinn firm did not have any tokens during
the 1850s-1860s, or at least none are known, according to
Russ Rulau.25 This fact works against the supposition Lauer
made tokens for Zinn, but again is not proof.
Dating the Liberty/Eagle “Counters”

Ludwig Christoph Lauer (b1817-d1873) came from a centuries-old goldsmith and die-sinking family from Nuremburg. The elder Lauers were goldsmiths and mint masters
at Nuremburg in the 1600s. In later years they developed
a die sinking business, which was brought to the forefront
by visionary L.C. Lauer after he reorganized the company
in 1860. His wife and sons took over in 1873 when he died
and brought in a steam press in 1881. 23
No advertisements for either of these two die sinkers were
found in any US newspapers on newspapers.com.

19 Fauver, California Counters, pp12-13. Bushnell’s small book
on tokens was a first in the field. Imagine gathering tokens from
across America, including California, before 1860!
20 Fauver, op cite, p16-17. The potential answer to this question
is that Liverpool interests were strongly allied to the Confederates. California took no part.
21 The Barnum Museum, Collections; Physical object: Souvenir
token with Queen Victoria and Charles Stratton; Connecticut
Digital Archive.
22 Allen & Moore; Mapping the Practice and Profession of sculpture in Britain & Ireland, 1851-1951
23 Forrer, L.; Biographical Dictionary of Medalists, London.
Digitized 2007. Curiously, L.C. Lauer is shown as “American” by
at least one major American museum. Lauer’s middle name is
variously listed as Christian or Christoph, obviously an English
translation issue.
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24 1864, page 361. Fauver never cited this inclusion in his bibliography, but only presented a copy of the page without specifics
of where it came from.
25 United States Tokens, 1700-1900.2004.
26 Kentucky was a hotbed for counterfeits. The period 18601863 saw an influx of counterfeit US $1 gold coins, and many
were reported in Kentucky. I do not know if they were $1 counters.
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A Brief look at Earlier Counters with Liberty/Eagle on
Either Side and Store Card Obverses
It is apparent that the precursor to the Liberty/Eagle US
gold coin look-alike series are the store cards dating from
the 1850s, particularly some from New York and surrounds. In fact, the first time we see the mention of these
obverse/reverse patterned tokens being passed as “counterfeit” gold coins is for “City Hall” tokens. There were at
least two different merchants who used the New York City
Hall on their tokens, some with an eagle reverse, and others with Liberty. The two merchants are Theo. Bollenhagen
and Strassburger & Nuhn of New York City.
The first exposure to a newspaper citing regarding a use
as counterfeit appears to be for the Theodor Bollenhagen
& Co. “City Hall” tokens in 1859 in Kentucky.27 Bollenhagen
advertised heavily in the fall and winter of 1855 throughout New York, Pennsylvania and Kentucky. Bollenhagen’s
tokens are common, but his time in business in New York
(and America) was very short, perhaps only one year.28
A note in Rulau references an 1885 work by Lyman Low
regarding the counters: “Bollenhagen was a toy dealer, and
made these tokens for playing counters, or as Germans
have it, “spiel marken”, to put in boxes containing their
game of cards.”29 While no reference was cited by Low, it is
an interesting concept, one which is part of the preceding
ten question list. No original catalogs for Bollenhagen were
found in library searches, and Bollenhagen’s advertisements do not mention card games.30

Bollenhagen store card and later similar “counter”

Numismatists also have their records. The earliest trace
of a Liberty /Eagle “counter” was found in Ed. Cogan’s Sale
of the J. P. Leavitt Collection in 1863.31 Here, through lot
924, described as “composition spiel marke; rev. head of
Liberty, size 18,” is what appears to be the first auction
appearance of a Liberty/eagle spiel marke. Unfortunately,
the listings of yesteryear are not what they are today. The
prior lot was “City Hall, head of Liberty” and did not mention that it was the New York City Hall, nor the merchant
(Strassburger & Nuhn or Bollenhagen). I suspect the spiel
marke used for the lot mentioned was the early tall skinny
form of an eagle, which was not the same as the regular
US gold coin eagle used at the time. Interestingly, in the
same catalog was offered a group of Sutler tokens. The
Spiel marke mentioned above sold for five cents, while the
entire lot of Sutler tokens sold for six cents.32

The Strassburger & Nuhn storecards with the Liberty obverse were first attempted to be passed as
a counterfeit gold coin in 1859. They first showed
up in an auction catalog (Cogan) in 1863, and sold
for $2.

27 Louisville Courier-Journal, 11/18/1859
28 Bollenhagen is not listed in the 1857 or 1860 New York City
Directory and is gone from area newspaper advertisements.
29 Low, Lyman; “Tradesmen’s Tokens, Other Than Those of the
“Copperhead” Series, Issued in the State of New York”; Coin Collector’s Journal, Volume 10, April, 1885, pp55-56. The Scott Co.,
NY, edited by Lyman Low. The Rulau reference is in United States
Tokens 1700-1900, pp330-331.
30 Bollenhagen is also mentioned by Bowers in American Numismatics before the Civil War, 1760-1860., 1998, p140.
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31 The catalog for this Philadelphia auction firm was published
August 17 for a September, 1863 sale. The catalog was first made
available to me through friend David Schenkman, later reviewed
through the copy on the Newman Numismatic portal.
32 Source of sale data: Dave Schenkman, pc.
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Gaming Catalogs
Locating any original gaming catalogs was exceptionally
difficult. There are none apparent in the American Numismatic Society archives, nor the American Numismatic
Association. The classic universal university and advanced
library cataloging system UCLC also shows none. Advanced
gaming historian and gaming archaeologist Howard Herz
has a massive collection of card and gambling catalogs and
helped me locate three original catalogs mentioning the
sale of spiel markes. Pertinent pages from them are illustrated below. None of the catalogs are dated, but thought
to be from c1915-1930.

Guillen Hso Cover. Valencia, Spain. Manufacturers of Items for Recreational Rooms. c1920

Guillen catalog, c1928, Note Liberty
Design, #23

Jetsons de presence, p69. G. Caro, successor to
Briotet House, Paris. c1928

Cover of Caro catalog, c1928
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This is the only mention found
anywhere from the period mentioning the playing of a card game using
spiel markes. Interestingly of note is
that the article was not picked up by
the English language newspapers and
repeated in English, as is often typical.
Another place to look stood out,
the old Hoyle’s Card Games. Edmond Hoyle (1672-1769) published
a number of books on different card
games, with Whist as a specialty. The
popularity of his book was immediate.
In 1857, Lippincott of Philadelphia
published what is thought to be the
first American edition, followed by
a “reprinted” version in 1868. While
Lippincott typically placed a number
of advertisements near the front and
rear of the books they published,
Cover of Bernbriet catalog, c1930
p25, games catalog, Bernbriet. C1930
there were none in the edition we
saw. It would have been a perfect place
To find mention of the use of spiel marks in games in
to advertise cards and counters. While
the United States, a wide search was made, and nothing
Hoyle and subsequent editors used the term “counter” 29
was found easily. But if the counters were indeed German
times, they never used the term “spiel marke.” The referin origin, it might make sense to look inside the American
ence is important, because it clearly shows the use of the
Germanic communities, and it is here that netted a specific word “counter” was still in use before the term “gaming
reference.
chips” came into play.
From the St. Louis Westliche Post, 3/26/1864, an American newspaper for the St. Louis area German community:
Discussion
“Spieler bestraft. Der Recorder bestrafte gestern zwei
der in der 4. Straße verbafteten Spieler, um je $50 und
Where do these Liberty/Eagle “counters” come from, and
die Prozeßkoften. Die Namen der Bestraften sind Major
why were they made?
Stoneburner und Dr. Bleckon. Im Gerichtszimmer wurde
ein großer Markikorb voll Spielmarken und anderen SpielThere is much discussion in numismatic literature of
geratdfcdaften vorgezeigt, welche in der bezeichneten
who made these spiel markes. Lauer, the Kettle firm, Allen
Spielhölle mit Beschlag belegt worden waren. Die anderen & Moore are mentioned, but the makers could be any die
Verhafteten mußte leider entlassen werden, da der Staat
sinker anywhere. Plenty of Lauer, Kettle and Allen & Moore
zeuge behauptete, er könne keinen derselben identifitokens are signed, but not all in any specific or general
ciren.”
class.
The English translation is:
The lack of easily verifiable attribution to a specific
maker (die sinker or medalist) on the Liberty/Eagle count“Players punished. Yesterday, the recorder punished
ers is suspicious at the very least. Those suspicions are only
two of the players who were banished in the 4th Street,
inflamed and intensified by the ten point list above.
each by a total of $50 and the process cost. The names
A supposition has been proffered by numismatist Lyman
of those convicted are Major Stoneburner and Dr BleckLow in 1885, who suggests the Liberty/Eagle spiel markes
on. In the courtroom, a large marker basket full of spiel
were made for Bollenhagen of New York, a German, French
marken and other game-playing tokens was presented,
and English importer, and tucked into card game packages.
which had been confiscated in the designated game hall.
But Bollenhagen was in business only a short while. Could
Unfortunately, the other detainees had to be released, as
he have had thousands of different Liberty/Eagle counters
the state testified that it could not identify any of them.”
made in that short time and distributed, such that they
33
lasted for decades? Did other foreign merchants in the US
such as Zinn in San Francisco or New York do the same and
have counters made? If Bollenhagen is the only merchant
to have made these tokens, why did it take 10 years for
them to get distributed, all the while with him out of busi33 This translation was made by Brian Underdahl, author of
ness?
more than 150 books, primarily on computer programs. His German heritage and keen understanding of my in-depth research
techniques has been an asset for decades.
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The scant three known catalogs offering and illustrating
spiel markes do not show liberty/eagle patterns, but they
do show a Liberty pattern, perhaps an historical artifact
from prior years. These catalogs do, however, offer a specific look inside the method of sale of spiel markes, something very important.
The concept that these coins, tokens or “counters” were
made specifically for gaming starts to look more and more
unreasonable, particularly because of the time period they
appear to have been released- the mid 1860s.
If we look at the published record, all we see are examples of these tokens used illicitly as counterfeit US gold
coins. In each and every case mentioned in newspapers,
it is about the counterfeit use. It must be again pointed
out that nowhere is there mention of them for sale as a
gaming piece, or for any other reason. If they were indeed
made for gaming, I would strongly expect to find them
offered in die sinker advertisements or in some form of
advertisement in mining camp newspapers. Yet there is
nothing. Nothing. Nearly all of the major card gambling
was taking place in western mining camps.
While the study of Liberty/Eagle US gold coin look-alikes
is important, it is equally important to look at prior tokens
for similarities. As mentioned previously, the Kettle firm in
Birmingham made capped bust varieties in the early 1800s,
then abruptly stopped. Why? The Allen and Moore team
began making and distributing well-made US store card
tokens in the late 1850s. Russ Rulau’s United States Tokens,
1700-1900 lists the known different pieces with discussion.
Allen & Moore chose to use the same (or exceptionally
similar) eagle on the reverse, with the merchant information on the obverse. This led to the spurious use of these
tokens as gold pieces. This is evidenced by the occurrence
of news articles discussing the passing of these tokens as
“counterfeit” gold coins in central eastern states. Articles
as early as 1859 discuss the New York City Hall/eagle store
card attempted use as a gold coin.34

The first published occurrence located to date for a specific counterfeit claim of passing spiel markes as US gold
coin in November, 1865 in Washington DC. The practice
appears to have continued through at least 1872, at which
time the tokens start to appear on the West Coast by 1869.
In 1866, several articles discuss the spiel markes as found
in quantity on the arrested party while attempting to pass
them as valid coin.35 This indicates they have access to a
quantity, and that they have intent to defraud.
A look at Politics Surrounding the Issue of the US Gold
Coin Look-alikes
It becomes necessary to look outside the numismatic
quarter when disturbing facts and inuendo come to light
regarding the issuing, distribution and use of the US gold
coin look-alike tokens, aka “counters.”
The US Civil War
The US Civil war was one of politics, not money. The
lack of planning good monetary policy inside the Confederate system was a serious mistake and complication.
The Confederates looked to England for investment in
their “new country.” Britain retained animosity after the
Revolutionary War in the late 1700s and the succeeding
War of 1812, both of which they lost. Putting a dagger into
the USA appeared to remain of interest. Part of that dagger
was through the British need for cotton. The world cotton
markets were controlled by the production of cotton in
the Southern States. While Britain pledged neutrality, they
ignored it and financed a number of bond uses that were
reportedly less than ten per cent of the Confederate revenue. Another “junk” bond issue was floated in Amsterdam,
funded before news of the Confederate defeats at Gettysburg and Vicksburg were known worldwide. The Confeds
thought these bond issues and other financing methods
“would open the way for sovereign recognition and aid
from France and Britain.36
Britain had other things going for it as well. The Confederate Navy ships were built in Liverpool, creating a region
of Confederate sympathizers who were in direct receipt of
Confederate money.37

35 The early Spiel Marke articles: 10 11/28/1865, Evening Star,
Washington DC; 2) 1/24/1866 National republican, Wash DC; 3)
3/9/66 Evening Star, Wash DC; 4) 7/29/1866 Nashville Union and
American; 5) 5/22/1867, Evening Star, Wash DC; 6) 1/26/1869
San Francisco Chronicle; 7) 9/16/1869 Evening Star, Wash DC; 8)
7/24/1870 New Orleans Republican
36 Weidenmier, Marc; Money and Finance in the Confederate
States of America; sponsored by the Economic History Association, undated online, circa 2005
37 MSU HST-325, A Study of Great Debates in History; British
Involvement in the American Civil War, undated online.

1873 dated “counter” with no Spielmark designation,
nor die sinker, designed to deceive?

34 Louisville Courier Journal, Nov. 18, 1859
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One way to destroy a country is to destroy its monetary currency. In this regard, counterfeiting was rampant
on both sides of the Civil War. Sam Upham, a Philadelphia
lithographer, was most prevalent, and is thought to have
circulated about $15 million in counterfeit Confederate
currency. He originally claims he printed the “Bogus rebel
notes as souvenirs.” “Counterfeiting was such a widespread problem that people sometimes joked that fake
money was of higher quality than government issued
currency.”38 Gold was also a target for all sides. Obviously,
counterfeiting placed money in danger, and helped exacerbate inflationary circumstances.
These US gold coin look-alike tokens could easily be a
part of a wider attempt at undermining the US currency
system.

Patterson sent Farnum to London to deal with an
evolving crisis about California gold coin, reportedly of
low fineness, such that its infusion into the world gold
monetary system was about to put the world gold market into chaos. Farnum spent several years in London
working for the US Mint,…41
Not long after, Britain suffered serious internal disagreement about mineral rights and who had rights to what. It
took awhile to ferret it out. Meanwhile, the British set their
eyes on American mines and the possibilities of foreign
investment. They had tried their hand with the California
gold rush to little avail. Most English and French financed
efforts, primarily on John C. Fremont’s Mariposa Grant,
failed completely, with most never getting a ship into San
Francisco. Of note, British banks had been instrumental in
funding New York banks, and in consequence many California banks during the gold rush. Some of these failed in the
1855-1857 period.
But during the American Civil War, Britain’s economy
was in trouble. They had proceeded along a line of “reckless application of British capital overseas” that included
some failed banks during the 1857 panic and other bad
investments. In 1864, the “most trusted private (banking)
firm in England” failed (Overend & Gurney), creating an
internal British panic.42
The net result was that near the close of the American
Civil War, Britain was not only not in control of the world’s
gold supply, its own internal banking system was critically
injured.
The setting was thus present for a major play into
counterfeiting during the American Civil War by the British
if they dared.
Germany, meanwhile, was still in a political system of
city-states. They had no “game” with America, unless ties
with Britain were of consequence.

Gold and Silver During the Civil War
Rarely in discussion of counters does one see a discussion about gold and silver. But it is absolutely necessary.
In the United States, Gold and silver were being produced at rates never before seen in the world. In California
alone, mines during the 1862-1865 period produced an
average of $44 million per year, down nearly 20% from the
first decade of the gold rush, where approximately $50 million per year were produced. Add to this the production of
Nevada, at just about $30 million per year over this period,
and the two states alone essentially doubled the rest of
the world’s production during the same period. The Southern States, meanwhile, only produced about $9 million in
gold during the entire stretch of c1804-1865.39
Britain had always wanted to be the king of world gold
production. Their colony of Australia was second best to
the USA, with production from 1863-1865 averaging about
$29.5 million per year. Additionally, their fledgling colony
in Canada and the Yukon were also producing gold and
silver. With the massive ore deposits in the USA coming
into production seemingly constantly, there was no way
Britain could continue to control the gold market. Their
currency, the British pound sterling, was gold backed, and
as such was the world standard at the time. Here, the
USA had something to learn.40 But Britain had a long, long
way to go to either keep up with, or get control over the
US gold/silver production unless they could interrupt or
upset the international gold market and blame it on the
US. Indeed, they tried. In 1850, British banks worked hard
against US and California gold coin, claiming it was inferior
and worthless. Joseph Farnum, former Chief Assayer at the
Dahlonega Branch Mint was a close friend of Mint Director
Patterson:

Who Benefits?
If counterfeit gold coins enter the Union monetary
system in enough quantity, can it disrupt the Union’s monetary system in a way the counterfeit Confederate currency undermined the Confederate monetary system? The
answer is an overwhelming “yes.” But the huge production
of precious metals from the American West was always
under control of the Union. That production was seemingly
endless, and any attempt to undermine it and the resultant
huge increase in precious metals to government coffers
would be seemingly futile. That’s easy to say in 2020, but
in 1865 was not nearly so visible and transparent. There
was no overland telegraph until 1868-9, so the distribution
of news was a very slow process. A well-planned system to
undermine US currency could easily be put in place.

38 Weidenmier, op cite.
39 Browne, J. Ross; Mineral Resources West of the Rocky Mountains, 1867, p5, 39, 216, 342. Taylor, J., Mineral Resources East
of the Rocky Mountains, 1867. Browne added ten percent to the
published totals because of gold transferred “in private hands.”
40 Ascher, Rochelle; Lincoln Financed the War by Taking on the
British Backed New York Banks; Executive Intelligence Review,
6/20/2014
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41 Holabird, Fred; Joseph W. Farnum, First Assayer to the
Dahlonega Branch Mint and Patterson’s First Choice to be Assayer at the New USAO in San Francisco. February, 2020, privately
published by Al Adams.
42 Spence, C.; British Investments on the American Frontier,
1958, p4.
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The Joseph Brothers token from San Francisco circa
1860 shows a Liverpool connection. While the Confederates were run out of California, and many Liverpool citizens
loyal to the Confederacy, does this connection indicate a
willingness for a US firm to have US gold coin look-alikes to
undermine the Union currency system? Doubtful.
The die-sinker firm of Kettle of Birmingham produced
the first of the Liberty/Eagle tokens perhaps in the first ten
years of the 1800s. These tokens are rare today. Did they
stop production because of potential counterfeiting issues?
Was the disharmony and war between the two countries a
factor in their production? Again, it is doubtful, but needs
to be mentioned.
How would Lauer or Bavaria benefit if they produced
the Liberty/Eagle tokens and distributed them in a manner
to undermine the Union currency system? The connection
is not apparent.
Would another die sinker, or group of die sinkers seek
to undermine the US monetary system by the distribution
of Liberty/Eagle spiel markes?

6. Current data suggest a production period of the
Liberty/Eagle US gold coin look-alikes may be 18641873.
7. A concerted effort was pushed forward in Congress
to eliminate these “counters”, making it illegal to
possess, pass on as US coin, or buy or sell them as
US coin.
8. It was not until 1905 that articles discussed them as
harmless in gaming
9. Numismatists always thought the US counters were
fascinating. The Liberty/Eagle was mentioned earlier from the Cogan sale of 1863, but the anomaly is
the California Token with the flag and steamship, silvered, which brought $2.00 when a 1795 US dollar
in VF brought $3.43
10. There are hundreds of varieties of the Liberty/Eagle
tokens, suggesting hundreds of dies, and therefore
the possibility of multitude different die sinkers or
manufacturers, including American.
11. The nature of the circulation wear on most of the
Liberty/Eagle US gold coin look-alike “counters” is
disturbing in light of the lack of historical references
discussing their use in American card games.
12. Why no catalogs showing the American gold coin
look-alikes?
13. More than half of the “counters” listed by Fauver do
not qualify as gaming counters. If listed at all, they
should have been placed in the back of the books,
noted as made as store cards, for jewelry or as
commemorative tokens.

Conclusions and Thoughts
The distribution of the US gold coin look-alike tokens
during and toward the end of the American Civil War in
1865 and up to the anti-counterfeiting laws of 1873 is very
disturbing. There are far too many unanswered questions
in this regard.
Who made these tokens is also in question. There are
so many suppositions, assumptions, and false facts floating
throughout the historical and numismatic communities
that the problems and questions become difficult to unravel.
The data we do have today does help lead in a direction
of interpretation, of which more research will certainly
help.

The net conclusion of mine is based upon a large group
of circumstantial evidence. It is that the US gold coin lookalike counters featuring Liberty/Eagle were probably made
in Germany in some quantity with few shipped to the USA.
Many made it to the USA over time through the numismatic markets. A version with an eagle that did not mimic US
gold coins of the period came out earlier, perhaps c1860.
If the tokens were used by the Confederacy and their
allies, the effort was minimal at most, and unquestionably
failed. More likely, though, is that a few made their way
into the US mainstream only to be used as counterfeits by
a very few criminals. The new US regulations outlawing
their public use probably headed off more counterfeiting
efforts, such as the 1873 example shown previously. The
spiel marke soon became a thing of the past as Americans
developed their own playing chip, the ivory gaming chip,
which later evolved to the classic casino gaming chip.

Some points of note:
1. While Allen & Moore of Birmingham made some of
the tokens with an Eagle or Liberty on one side using US gold coins as a model, they probably did not
make the Liberty/Eagle combinations because the
firm was out of business nearly a full decade before
their appearance into the American system.
2. Numismatist Lyman Low suggested the Liberty/Eagle tokens were made in Germany for Bollenhagen.
The same problem exists here, because Bollenhagen was out of business about the same time that
Allen & Moore were closed.
3. The first published reference to a spiel marke in
America is in an 1863 US auction catalog by Cogen.
4. The first published reference to spiel markes used in
American games is 1864 from a German-American
community, published only in German.
5. The first published reference to the use of spiel
markes in English is 1865. It and all subsequent
published reports are all for the use of spiel markes
as counterfeits.
Fred N. Holabird, July 23, 2020

43 Data from Schenkman.
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